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Student's individual statements
These statements were agreed with each student, following the interviews.
[Pleasure, interest]
"Best course of any in my 5 years as an undergraduate, because it felt interesting. Most important attributes
were Vicky's enthusiasm for the course, for the student discussion, for the students' work (what they were
doing). Also important was the participation of all the students, and the individual written feedback I got".
— Nicola
"For me, the pleasure of doing this course is about the mind-expanding ideas. Feeling drawn to doing the
reading, enjoying doing the assessments, and finding myself frequently discussing the ideas with people
outside the course. An intellectual treat, above all." —Fiona
[multiple views. Free discussion. Ownership]
"For me, the big reward on this course was being able to develop and talk about views that I'd constructed
myself. It is the personal stake in, or ownership of, views that is the heart of what was so enjoyable."
—David
"For me, discussing ideas and what you can defend is at the heart of how I learn. I didn't need the course to
teach me that knowledge is not about established dogma but being open to any idea, and choosing what can
be supported by reasons. However this course gave a particularly good place for practising this, for
allowing any view to be discussed openly, and encouraging dialogue about ideas." —Chris
"Half way through the first semester, there was a crisis with students feeling overworked, unable to see how
to tackle the theoretical reading, and seriously uncertain about the direction of the course and what was
expected of them. Sarah tackled this promptly, devoting a whole class to discussing the issues, explaining
the way the course was meant to operate, adopting a student suggestion about dividing the labour of weekly
reading among students, and giving a briefing to orient us on how to tackle each theorist. Since then things
went well.
For myself, while I haven't always had as much coverage of the particular topics I'd personally have valued
the most, the course has shown me that I really can develop quite extreme views rather than being limited to
conventional ones, and have them valued for the quality of how they are treated and developed." —Tony
"For much of the course, until my last presentation, I felt I was working hard but not getting good marks.
Yet as a joint honours student with Philosophy, I was already used to not reproducing a fixed truth but
arguing which position was best. Even so, I can say that this course added depth to my 'Perry position' by
getting me to apply it issues in life and not only to abstract academic debates." –Stacey
[evidence]
"For me, the course developed my sense of personal mastery: doing the reading myself from original
sources, being able (eventually) to understand those things and use them myself. (Being personally original,
sharing the reading, enjoying a good group atmosphere were less important for me.)" – Laura
"What I personally appreciated learning from the course, was the help in argument building, which I learned
from the excellent, extensive essay feedbacks." –Mira ??
"For me, while the course content was very interesting, it could never equal that of my beloved Islamic
courses. But for real value in developing methods of approaching topics and basing my work on primary
sources rather than derivative commentaries, this course was of unequalled importance." – VickyT
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